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Abstract 
 
Medical imaging data extracted from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can contain, for a single              
scanned subject, hundreds of thousands of images and millions of key-value metadata pairs which must               
be verified to ensure instrument and research protocol compliance. Here we describe the data              
management and quality control components of the Scalable Quality Assurance for Neuroimaging            
(SQAN) open-source software suite. This paper is the second in a series, with the first discussing the                 
background, motivations, and an overview of SQAN from the perspective of the end-user. In this paper                
we focus on a technical description of server-side operations, including the anonymization, transfer, and              
ingestion of imaging data and the design, implementation and performance of our quality control              
procedures. We also discuss the challenges presented by the DICOM imaging standard, in terms of both                
its limitations and the peculiarities imposed upon it by manufacturers and imaging centers, and general               
privacy concerns in medical imaging. We explore additional features, including anonymization of            
electronically Protected Health Information (ePHI); secure data transfer from remote imaging centers;            
extraction and compression of imaging metadata; optimized mongo database structure and QC templates             
and validations, including exclusions and handling of edge-cases.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
This is the second in a series of two papers describing Scalable Quality Assurance for Neuroimaging                
(SQAN), a service for performing quality control (QC) and protocol verification on medical research              
imaging data. SQAN was developed by the Indiana University Scalable Compute Archive (IU SCA)              
team in collaboration with the Indianapolis-based RADY imaging center (RADY). The first paper [1]              
describes the history, motivations, development, overall structure, and user interface for SQAN, whereas             
this paper describes SQAN back-end operations. SQAN back-end operations can be broadly placed into              
two separate categories. The first is that of data/metadata management: secure data transfer,             
anonymization, metadata extraction, and database structure. The second is the core operation of quality              
control: identifying template datasets, assigning data types, setting thresholds, and categorizing error            
conditions.   
 
To understand the design and structure of SQAN's back-end operations, it is worthwhile first to explore                
the complex hierarchical structure of the imaging data as acquired by radiological scanners. Research              



projects (and clinical trials) are usually assigned a unique identifier referred to simply as research below.                
Each subject undergoes an exam that comprises several series of scans (with changes to subject               
positioning and scanner settings per series). Each of those series contains hundreds or thousands of               
images, and each of those images, in turn, contains dozens of points of metadata. Figure 1 offers a                  
graphical representation of the data volumes being produced by a single exam; a typical imaging center                
can run several thousands of such exams every year, illustrating the scope of our task. In this paper we                   
describe how this data is securely transferred, anonymized, and stored, how the relevant metadata is               
harvested, and how QC processes are performed with comprehensive audit trails for security and clarity.  
 

 
 
Data/Metadata Management 

 
The data/metadata management system employed by SQAN consists of several components, and the first              
paper contains an overview of the system. Here we discuss the stages of data movement, where data are                  
transferred from the imaging center through the data anonymization service and on to the SQAN server.                
This transfer is accomplished through a local instance of the open-source Orthanc[2] DICOM ® image              1

server. Orthanc is optimized to be hosted inside a Debian Linux server; the SCA team operates a large                  
number of Linux servers running the CentOS flavor of Linux. To ensure smooth and optimal operations                
of the Orthanc receiver, we host it on deployment server inside a docker container.  
 
While we initially utilized an Orthanc API call to translate the DICOM image headers into a Javascript                 
Object Notation (JSON)-encoded set of key-value pairs, we found that this method had several              
shortcomings, particularly when it came to private tags, which are metadata keys defined for a particular                
instrument and not present in the standard DICOM dictionary. Instead, we extract and store a full dump                 
of the image headers and utilize our own routines to ensure that no private tag information is lost. To                   
extract metadata from Orthanc, an incoming service written in Javascript (specifically, in node.js[3]) polls              
the Orthanc server every three seconds for newly arrived data. When Orthanc returns a non-null response                

1 DICOM® is the registered trademark of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association for its standards               
publications relating to digital communications of medical information. 



the incoming service saves the returned metadata in batches of 1000 images to a location determined by                 
the research ID, subject ID, and the imaging modality. For each image, the incoming service will also                 
store the metadata key-value pairs in a MongoDB[4] database. We selected MongoDB for this purpose as                
the schema-less nature makes it well-suited for storing heterogeneous datasets: SQAN is designed to              
work with a wide array of instrumental sources.  
 

 
 
A number of decisions and processes occur during this initial ingestion phase (see Figure 2). Additional                
keywords are added to the header to aid with QC processes, and some header keywords are transformed                 
or split (e.g. timestamps, subject IDs). Checks for duplicate images are made, and upstream records               
(series/exam/research) are created as needed for new datasets. If the image has been designated as a                
template by the sender it is marked and separated to be used for later processing. Access controls are                  
created and applied based on the research identifier. When the insertion of the image record is complete,                 
the incoming application will instruct Orthanc to delete the local copy of the image from its records.                 
When the current batch operation is completed, the incoming service will immediately request another              
batch of images from Orthanc and will continue in that manner until an empty set is returned, at which                   
point it will resume polling every 3 seconds.  
 



 
 
 
Database Structure 
 
The SQAN database is stored in a MongoDB instance, and reflects the hierarchical nature of the images                 
being stored for QC. The research collection has an entry for each unique modality--the group conducting                
the research, the instrument being used, the location of the instrument, and any radiotracers used (for PET                 
or CT instruments). Each entry in the exam collection corresponds to a single instance of a subject being                  
scanned. Some exams are designated as templates by the lab and used in later QC steps. Each exam                  
consists of multiple series which are different modes of scanner operation and data collection, and are                
stored in their own collection in the database. Each series is made up of multiple images (2-dimensional                 
slices across the target volume) and the image collection contains details about each image, its QC status                 
and a complete audit trail (i.e. SQAN processing timestamps, user comments, QC audit information). The               
metadata headers extracted from each image are stored in a sub-document in each image entry. Figure 3                 
illustrates the database schema in full. 
 

 



 
 
 
Metadata Compression 
 
During the initial development phase and early operations, we stored the entire metadata set for every                
image in the database. It quickly became apparent that this approach was unsustainable as the database                
grew unwieldy and unresponsive. In response, we developed routines that allowed us to effectively              
compress the stored metadata by an order of magnitude. This was accomplished by recognizing that               
while each image contains dozens or even hundreds of keywords, only a few of these differ from image to                   
image in a single scan (series). Before ingesting an image, our incoming application queries the database                
to check if there is a matching "primary" image (from the same series) for the one being processed. If                   
there is no existing primary, then the image being processed is designated as the primary and stored in                  
full. If a primary is found, then a differential analysis is performed on every metadata keyword and only                  
those that differ from the primary are retained for insertion into the database.  
 
Privacy and disaster recovery considerations  
 
As outlined in the SQAN overview paper [1], a fully operational production SQAN service instance has                
supported our RADY colleagues for 2 years now providing QC for 50+ research projects having QC’ed 3                 
million images and validated 600 million metadata tags. Any well designed software project must also               
address operational considerations on a case-by-case basis. Below, we describe such considerations we             
identified and tackled for the RADY SQAN instance. 
 
Handling electronically protected health information (ePHI) 
 
Medical imaging data typically includes electronically protected health information (ePHI - e.g., patient             
name or date of birth). In our early requirements-gathering phase, we determined that QC at the                
instrument and protocol compliance level does not benefit from these elements of the data. Therefore we                
introduced an anonymizer software layer in between the RADY scanners producing/sending the data and              
our SQAN service stack, thus ensuring that patient privacy is not compromised. After newly acquired               
scans are archived locally, they are transmitted to a ClinicalTrialProcessor (CTP)[5] anonymization            
service. CTP is a service that strips identifiable ePHI out of DICOM metadata. The Clinical Affairs                
Information Technology Services (CAITS) group at Indiana University operates a CTP service instance             
for our RADY collaborators, thus allowing anonymized DICOM data to be sent to SQAN via Orthanc for                 
QC purposes. When SQAN retrieves the metadata from its local Orthanc server, only the metadata is                
accessed at this time. While we have future plans to integrate QC procedures on the imaging data itself,                  
at this time that data is discarded and only the metadata is retained for QC processing. 
  
 
 
 



Backup and Recovery  
 
After the metadata are written into the database, a JSON-formatted dump of the extracted headers of each                 
image is stored to local disk in a directory structure that describes the research, patient, exam, and series                  
that the image came from. At regular intervals, these header dumps are gzipped-compressed and sent to                
Indiana University's Scholarly Data Archive (SDA), a tape-based distributed archival storage system. In             
the event of database corruption or loss, the entire metadata archive can be restored by retrieval and                 
reprocessing without requiring mass data resends from the instrumental archives. The SQAN incoming             
application script can be run in a recovery mode where it extracts a tarball or scans a directory tree on                    
disk and processes every JSON file found instead of pulling them from the Orthanc instance.  
 
In addition, the mongo database itself is backed up and archived on a rotating schedule. This includes not                  
only the image headers and the QC results, but also the portal's user and access control tables, and                  
information on each research group.  
 
Quality Control Processes 
 
After a dataset has been fully ingested, QC processes are applied; however, an unfortunate limitation of                
Orthanc's data transfer routines is that there is no simple method to determine when a dataset has fully                  
arrived. Images from a radiological scan arrive in no particular order: the "primary" defined above could                
be any image from a given series. We addressed this by introducing a delay so QC is only initiated on                    
images if (a) they have no QC status and (b) no images belonging to that series have been ingested within                    
the last 30 seconds. Networking issues and/or excessive queueing at the anonymizer can still result in                
dispersed datasets, so the arrival of additional images after QC has been performed results in the QC                 
status being reset.  
 
Table 1. QC Operations by level 

Level QC Checks ~# of times performed (per exam) 

Metadata Consistent data type 
Within thresholds (number) 
Exact match (string) 

>1,000,000 

Image Missing keywords 
Extra keywords 
Aggregates metadata QC 

>10,000 

Series Missing images 
Extra images 
Aggregates Image QC 

10-20 

Exam Missing series 
Extra series  
Aggregates Series QC 

1 

 
The process that handles QC polls the database for any datasets (series) with no QC status set. Upon the                   
return of data, the QC service performs operations at several levels of QC. The base level of QC is                   



performed at the level of imaging metadata. The compression process described above is reversed and the                
full header is decompressed and recreated for every image; the decrease in database size and performance                
gains far outshadow the additional overhead in this step. A matching template series is identified for                
comparison, and the image in the template series matching the image to be QC'ed is retrieved. A check of                   
each keyword is done according to the data type of the keyword value. String values (e.g. software                 
versions, scanner flags) typically require exact matches, whereas numerical values (e.g. slice thickness,             
echo times) have a threshold value that can result in either a warning or an error depending upon the                   
severity of the deviation. The QC process also knows which keywords are expected to vary between the                 
template and live scan and can be ignored safely: patient demographics, timestamps, etc. Additionally,              
different modalities (i.e. MRI, PT or CT) have different sets of valid/invalid keywords, specialized              
handlers, and thresholds.  
 
Determining which keywords should be QC'ed or ignored, what threshold values to use, and what data                
types were valid for different keywords required extensive feedback from researchers, technologists, and             
data scientists, each of whom had differing priorities and expectations. In the first paper, we explored and                 
emphasized the vital nature of this feedback process in our development, as false positives/negatives can               
poison a QC system, making it either overly sensitive or blind to systemic issues.  
 
After QC has been performed at the imaging-level, the process then runs a series-level QC validation.                
This checks for missing images when compared to the template series, and collates QC states of each                 
image in the series. When each series in a single subject exam has been QC'ed, the exam undergoes a                   
final QC check, looking for missing (or extra) series when compared to the template exam, and the QC                  
states of each series in the exam are aggregated. Statistics are calculated and a final QC state is assigned                   
to the exam. At this point every keyword in every image in every series of the exam has been validated                    
and the QC process is complete. This is repeated for every exam requiring QC. See Table 1 for a                   
breakdown of the quantity of QC procedures at each level and Figure 4 for an illustration of the QC                   
process flow. 



 
Developmental Design Choices 
 
From the beginning, SQAN has been developed with QC performance as a significant design factor. Here                
we discuss the reasoning behind and advantages of our choices for database (MongoDB) and runtime               
environment (node.js), and demonstrate the speed, efficacy, and scalability of our QC procedures. As an               
example, within our currently deployed production instance of SQAN there are >3 million images, and               
>600 million metadata key-value pairs. Testing has shown that if the QC status is completely reset for the                  
entire database, our QC procedures can automatically process all existing records within just a few               
minutes. We will demonstrate that SQAN is capable of scaling to real-time multi-center operations and               
is able to keep pace with the QC needs of any existing medical imaging operation. 
 
MongoDB 
 
Our design to utilize MongoDB as the repository of the imaging metadata was driven by the flexibility                 
offered by its design and structure. MongoDB is an open-source, high-performance industry standard             
document-driven database. In a traditional relational database (e.g. MySQL) a single record is             
represented by a row in a table, and the columns of the table define what data can be stored in each row.                      
Relational databases are well-suited for homogeneous datasets with a small number of potential values.              
However, our dataset is heterogeneous, as different manufacturers and research centers can customize the              
DICOM files to create private "tags" (key-value pairs) within the metadata. In addition there are               



hundreds of potential tags in each header, not all of which are utilized on each image. MongoDB's design                  
lets each document in a collection include only those keys that are defined. Finally, our decision was                 
driven in part by our existing familiarity with MongoDB from previous projects, and our ability to                
leverage existing codebases and frameworks. 
 
node.js 
 
The decision to utilize MongoDB also helped to drive our choice of node.js as the back-end runtime                 
environment. MongoDB stores its data in modified Javascript Object Notation (JSON) structures; using a              
javascript framework to access the database makes it straightforward to store and retrieve database              
records without format changes. Utilizing a runtime-interpreted language sped up the development            
process allowing us to iterate quickly through our coding/deployment/testing cycles. As with MongoDB,             
node.js is well-supported, open-source, freely available, and used across multiple industries.  
 
To access the MongoDB instance from within our node.js applications, we made use of the               
mongoose.js[6] framework, which provided schema support and helper functions for processing data and             
retrieving related records.  
 
One thing to be aware of -- for those who are not familiar with javascript development -- is that it is, by                      
nature, non-blocking and asynchronous. That is, unless steps are taken to prevent it, the interpreter will                
call a function and proceed to the next line without waiting for the called function to return. There are                   
many advantages to this approach, including responsiveness and a reduced risk of bottlenecking, but there               
are drawbacks. In particular we noted that our QC procedures were running inefficiently due to this                
asynchronous behavior. A set of images would be retrieved for QC, and the series-level QC would be                 
performed as each image completed. This ensured that the series-level QC was always accurate, but it                
essentially doubled the time required to perform QC procedures on that set of images. To avoid this we                  
made use of the node.js async[7] library, which allowed us to batch process all the images in a series and                    
run the series-level QC a single time. A similar approach was used in other parts of the incoming and                   
QC systems that performed batch processing, and the result was that the performance of the QC process                 
was effectively tripled.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Proper quality control is vital to many fields, but especially that of medical imaging, where patient time,                 
instrument availability, and monetary restrictions make data collection both difficult and non-trivial to             
repeat. In this paper we have described the data management and quality control component of SQAN,                
our open-source scalable performance system for rapidly and accurately assessing the quality of medical              
imaging metadata and ensuring compliance with researcher's goals. It is our hope and expectation that               
SQAN or SQAN-like systems see broad adoption and development across the medical imaging             
community.  
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